
Is US productivity (finally) perking up?

by Gavyn Davies∗

The slowdown in productivity growth in the advanced economies in the past decade has been

caused by a mixture of long term structural factors and shorter term problems caused by

the Great Financial Crash. These latter problems should begin to abate as the financial

sector, and risk appetite among corporate investors, returns to normal, allowing capital

investment to recover. For a long period, the recovery in global GDP proceeded without

any sign that these improvements in productivity were taking place. However, there are

now some tentative indications of some acceleration in underlying productivity growth in

the US, the leading economy in the global cycle. This supports the stronger growth in real

output which we believe is emerging in the US this year, despite the weak GDP figures in

the first quarter.

Growth in total-factor productivity in the ad-

vanced economies (i.e. the efficiency of labour and

the capital stock combined) has fallen to zero in re-

cent years, compared with a little below 1.0 per cent

a year in the decades immediately before the Great

Financial Crash. Growth in labour productivity (i.e.

output an hour worked) has fallen even more (see

Figure1). This collapse in TFP and labour produc-

tivity has been by far the main cause of the disap-

pointing growth in GDP in the advanced economies

since 2008.

Actually, the productivity “puzzle” is not so

much of a puzzle, as a new study by IMF economists

(Furcheri et al., 2017) clearly demonstrates. In the

long run, structural forces have been reducing pro-

ductivity growth since the 1960s. These include

slower rates of technological advance, the ageing

of the population and slower advances in educa-

tion. It is also possible that there has been some

increased mismeasurement of inflation that has in

turn resulted in underestimates of real output and

productivity.

Figure 1: Advanced economies (10-year growth
rates)
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Box 1. Can Mismeasurement of the Digital Economy Explain the U.S. Productivity Slowdown? (Concluded) 

Nonetheless, new kinds of peer-to-peer services remain a very small part of U.S. output, so improving the deflators to 
better capture the price declines would not have much of an effect on productivity. 

Overall, while there is no doubt that measurement error is an issue, to be the main factor behind the observed 
productivity slowdown, measurement error must have become much larger over time. Adding all the possible 
adjustments discussed above, the change in measurement error accounts for less than one- tenth of the slowdown in the 
United States productivity growth rate. Measurement issues go beyond the digital economy; for example, they affect the 
area of health care, where quality improvements are difficult to capture in full and the weight in GDP has grown. 
However, growing mismeasurement in these other areas is unlikely to account for a significant share of the productivity 
slowdown. 

1 Prepared by Marshall Reinsdorf. 

 
9.      A long-term perspective. The recent TFP slowdown in advanced economies does not just mark a 
return to low but steady growth rates after some ICT-related uptick during the late 1990s and early 2000s. 
Average TFP growth has been nearly zero over the last 10 years, below any similar period in the last 6 
decades (Figure 4). Slower capital accumulation has added to slowing TFP growth, leading to a greater 
deceleration in labor productivity. While far less dramatic than in the 1970s, the productivity slowdown of 
the 2000s has been substantial. For emerging market economies and low-income countries, labor 
productivity grew rapidly—in historical terms—during the 2000s, but driven primarily by rapid capital 
accumulation including in the post-crisis period, likely reflecting an environment of historically low 
borrowing costs. TFP growth, while slowing, has remained above the average of the previous two 
decades—although, in emerging market economies, not above the rates of the 1960s and 1970s. 

Figure 4. A Long-Term View of Total Factor Productivity Growth, 1950–2014 
(10–year growth rate) 

 

  

Advanced economies Emerging market economies Low-income countries

Sources: Penn World Table 9.0; IMF, World Economic Outlook; and IMF staff calculations.
Note: Purchasing power parity GDP weighted average of largest 20 economies per income group is reported.
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The effects of these forces were in evidence well

before the GFC, and they are still inexorably get-

ting worse. There is no good reason to expect any

improvement in these structural trends in the near

future.

∗Correspondence: <research@fulcrumasset.com>, Department of Macroeconomic Research, Fulcrum Asset Management LLP,
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Figure 2: Fulcrum Estimate of Long Run Growth (% MoM Ann.)

Note: Advanced Economies (AEs) is the PPP aggregate of USA, Japan, Germany, UK, France, Italy, Spain, Canada, Norway
and Sweden.

However, there are also many reasons why pro-

ductivity growth may have been temporarily af-

fected by changes in economic behaviour since the

GFC. Strained corporate sector balance sheets and

a dysfunctional banking sector have weakened capi-

tal investment and led to slower implementation of

technical advances and a misallocation of capital to

zombie companies.

Elevated policy uncertainty and risk aversion

among corporate management has added to the de-

cline in capital investment. The recent IMF paper

provides evidence that many of these forces have

been significant in the advanced economies since

2008.

Some of these headwinds caused by the GFC

should have become less powerful as the economic

recovery has progressed, especially in economies such

as the US and the UK, where labour markets have

fully returned to normal. Until recently, however,

there has been barely any sign of productivity turn-

ing a corner, and recent downgrades to global GDP

projections have been driven entirely by renewed

disappoints on the productivity front.

With US labour utilisation having little further

room to grow, productivity has now, for the first

time since 2008, become the main constraint on the

GDP growth rate. US Treasury secretary Steven

Mnuchin has set a target for “sustainable” GDP

growth at 3 per cent a year, but this certainly cannot

be attained without a big recovery in productivity

growth.1 Fortunately, there are finally a few early

signs that productivity might be starting to recover

in the US, which is the economy where we would

expect to see the headwinds disappear first.

Trend growth in global GDP stabilising

The dynamic factor models used by Fulcrum to esti-

mate “nowcasts” for the big economies also produce

real-time estimates of long-term underlying growth

rates in real GDP. Figure 2 shows latest results for

the main advanced economies.

1“Mnuchin Calls IMF’s U.S. Forecast Conservative as He Chases 3%”, Bloomberg News, 22 April 2017.
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Figure 3: Tentative Signs of Better Productivity Growth in US Official Data

Sources: Federal Reserve Bank of San Fransisco/Haver Analytics.

The decline in the long-run trend in GDP growth,

driven by lower productivity growth, is clearly visi-

ble. The good news is that the advanced economies’

trend seems to have stopped falling in 2012, and

recently there have been some very tentative indica-

tions that the trend may be starting to rise slightly.

In some countries, notably the eurozone, the im-

provement in trend GDP growth has come mainly

from a cyclical recovery from the recession during

the euro crisis in 2011-12. This improvement is de-

mand rather than supply driven, and has had little

to do with any recovery in productivity.

US trend productivity growth improving slightly

In the US, however, there have been some signs that

productivity growth may be starting to recover from

the low points reached a few years ago. Figure 3

shows the latest estimate of total factor productivity

in the business sector, taken from official data.

Jan Hatzius at Goldman Sachs has derived an

alternative estimate of labour productivity growth,

using official data and the ISM purchasing managers’

index. As Figure 4 shows, the official data are fairly

volatile over short periods, but the series derived

from the ISM survey shows a smoother picture, with

a clear improvement since the beginning of 2016.

Finally, it is instructive to look at the latest esti-

mates of trend productivity taken from the nowcast-

ing model estimated by Antolin-Diaz et al. (2017).

This is our preferred up-to-date estimate for under-

lying productivity, and it shows that trend growth

has risen from a low point of 0.3% in 2012 Q2 to 0.7

per cent now (see Figure 5).
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Figure 4: Better US Productivity Growth Confirmed by ISM Data

activity indicator (CAI) framework and the ISM indices show early signs of a productivity
pickup, as the output-related components have accelerated relative to the
employment-related components. 

Exhibit 2 shows our ISM-implied productivity proxy and the noisier official series.
Productivity growth has picked up modestly from near-zero in the 2012-2015 period to
just above 1% over the last year. This still falls slightly short of our estimate of 1½% for
longer-term labor productivity growth in the nonfarm business sector, but is a move in
the right direction.

Another Push to Reduce Mismeasurement
The second reason for optimism is our view that official statistics likely overstate actual
inflation and therefore understate actual productivity growth. We found that such
mismeasurement could be worth ½-¾pp per year, up from perhaps ¼pp two decades
ago. 

Conceptually, the CPI aims to measure changes over time in the cost of achieving a
given living standard. In practice, quantifying the effect of quality changes and the entry
of new products on living standards has always been difficult.3. However, the shift to
sectors where quality growth is disproportionately hard to measure and the proliferation
of free digital products have likely increased mismeasurement.

The GDP shares of the ICT and health sectors have roughly doubled since the late
1970s. Quantifying the impact on living standards of advances in medical care and
associated declines in mortality and morbidity rates is very difficult. Within the ICT

3. The Boskin (1995) report estimated a 1.1pp annual upward bias in official CPI statistics reflecting difficulties
with accounting for consumer substitution behavior (0.4pp), changes in the quality of existing and new
products (0.6pp), and new distribution channels (0.1pp). 

Exhibit 2: Our ISM Productivity Proxy is Turning Upward
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Clearly, these signs of improvement in the US are

very tentative, but they support the theory that pro-

ductivity will recover now that the headwinds from

the GFC have started to abate.2 In particular, the

contribution to productivity growth derived from

“capital services per hour worked” has begun to rise,

implying that investment may finally be improving,

as it normally does late in the economic cycle.

Disputes about data measurement problems

It also seems that the US official statisticians may

now be willing to admit that they have been under-

estimating productivity growth because inflation is

overstated, and real output is understated, in the

GDP data. Until recently, economists in the Fed-

eral Reserve and other official sources (see Davies,

2016) have strongly rejected claims that there is any

downward bias in the productivity data, and the

latest IMF paper (Furcheri et al., 2017) agrees with

that conclusion. But economists in other countries,

including the UK, have had a more open mind on

this question.

Jan Hatzius is one of the economists who believes

that US data are understating the true rate of pro-

ductivity growth by as much as 0.5-0.75 percentage

points a year, a figure that is probably greater than

the mismeasurement in earlier decades. If so, then

the measurement problem may explain part of the

slowdown in the official productivity data.

Hatzius argues that the sharp increase in the

quality of services provided by new products in con-

sumer technology has not been picked up in the data,

so real output is higher, and inflation lower, than

shown in the government’s data. A large part of

the problem stems from the introduction of entirely

new products (such as the iPhone). These products

may greatly enhance the real value of services to

consumers in ways that are not included in consumer

price data.3 Hatzius believes that the US Bureau

of Labor Statistics is now more willing to allow for

these effects in calculating the CPI, especially in

technology and health products.

2The drop in GDP growth in 2017 Q1, officially reported last Friday, may result in a temporary dent in the productivity
growth rate. However, the GDP data have clearly been distorted downwards by residual seasonality that is not identified in the
first estimates of GDP. In reality, output and productivity growth in Q1 are almost certainly much higher than shown in the
official data.

3Aghion et al. (2017)study the effects of new products on the CPI estimates and find that productivity growth may be
understated by 0.5-1.25 per cent a year from this source alone, up from 0.4-0.9 per cent a year before the mid-1990s.
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Figure 5: US: Labour Productivity Growth and Long-Run Trend

Note: The black line is the quarterly annualized growth rate in total economy output per hour, and the blue line is the estimated
long-run trend estimated from the model. The shaded area is a 1 standard deviation confidence band. Sources: BLS

Mnuchin’s ambitious growth target

What is the conclusion from all this? There has

probably been some recovery in US productivity

growth in the recent past, driven by a reduction in

the temporary headwinds that appeared after the

GFC. Further gains are probable as the headwinds

fade further into the distance.

But so far this is a tentative conclusion, and the

improvement has not taken the productivity trend

back to the levels seen just before the GFC, still less

to the much higher rates seen in the golden years

in the 1960s. Mismeasurement may explain part of

this underperformance, but economists are sharply

divided on that point.

Mr Mnuchin’s 3% GDP growth target requires

labour productivity growth to rebound to 2.25 per

cent a year, double or triple the current trend. Given

that the supply side benefits of reducing marginal

tax rates are shown in many economic studies to be

fairly small, it is not clear how he expects to achieve

that.
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Disclaimer

Source: This note is based partly on material which appeared in an article by Gavyn Davies published in the Financial

Times on April 30th.

This material is for your information only and is not intended to be used by anyone other than you. It is directed at

professional clients and eligible counterparties only and is not intended for retail clients. The information contained

herein should not be regarded as an offer to sell or as a solicitation of an offer to buy any financial products, including

an interest in a fund, or an official confirmation of any transaction. Any such offer or solicitation will be made to

qualified investors only by means of an offering memorandum and related subscription agreement. The material is

intended only to facilitate your discussions with Fulcrum Asset Management as to the opportunities available to our

clients. The given material is subject to change and, although based upon information which we consider reliable, it is

not guaranteed as to accuracy or completeness and it should not be relied upon as such. The material is not intended

to be used as a general guide to investing, or as a source of any specific investment recommendations, and makes no

implied or express recommendations concerning the manner in which any client’s account should or would be handled,

as appropriate investment strategies depend upon client’s investment objectives.

Funds managed by Fulcrum Asset Management LLP are in general managed using quantitative models though, where

this is the case, Fulcrum Asset Management LLP can and do make discretionary decisions on a frequent basis and

reserves the right to do so at any point. Past performance is not a guide to future performance. Future returns are

not guaranteed and a loss of principal may occur. Fulcrum Asset Management LLP is authorised and regulated
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incorporated in the State of Delaware, operating from 350 Park Avenue, 13th Floor New York, NY 10022.
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